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02 I started by reading through the articles and thinking about the six articles i wanted to select for my magazine 
design. I then arranged them in the order i wanted to present them.

1 Article 2 - Torturing Robots.

2 Article 6 - Herbs.

3 Article 5 - 80 Percent of power.

4 Article 4 - Staying human in Climate change.

5 Article 7 - Big City Living.

6 Article 8 - Animals and Urban life.

Already i had a mental image of what photos and illustrations i may need. I also think the assignment  
description made me subliminally think of the colour green, however i think the only page that wil have green 
as a dominant colour is the article about herbs.

I ended up switching around some of the articles after i had started working on the magazine.
I decided to create the front page and the back page last as i would like to see the contents of the magazine first 
to make creative decisions.

Also, in order to arrange imagery and illustrations, i first arranged the article texts to find out how many pages 
and how much space was needed for each of the chosen articles. This way i would get a decent overview.  
I soon figured out there was alot more text than i first anticipated despite reading through all the articles so i 
am glad i made the layout this way.

Naming and logo.. Urban Element... Urban Entity... Urban Being..
After thinkin about the naming a while i decided on naming it Urban Entity as most of the articles were based 
on living in and around the city as well as technology.

All of the imagery except the images in the “Big City Living” article were procured and created by me. 
Links to outside sources below.

In the articles and main texts i was using the “Source sans pro” Typeface set.
I debated a long time on wether i should be using a Serif font instead for the magazine but i ended up using 
sans serif. 

Another thing i learned i want to improve on is experimenting more with headlines and moving them around 
alittle more. 

The Contents page is probably the simplest page in the whole magazine but it is my favourite. I played around 
with the page numbering and titles here to try and make it something very readable yet different.
I liked the idea of the titles and numbers were extremely easy to see and find. The shape of the “arrow” the 
contents page could be experimented with a little, using some illustration perhaps.  
It was inspired alot by the recent design history i have been studying.

LINKS : 
 
Tokyo : https://daringpenguin.com/601 
 
New York : http://123hdwallpapers.com/no/manhat-
tan-wallpapers.html#.V_ezXeiLSp1

Barcelona : http://2015.phpconference.es/

Providence : https://i.ytimg.com/vi/_sk-BI-HyTY/
maxresdefault.jpg

magazine 
-layout

Some minor changes were made during the process, but 
for the most part i stayed true to this layout. 

I seem to favour about two to three columns on each page 
to make the text breathe alittle.

The MIT robot article i created an illustration for. I feel 
the illustration was relevant to the contents of the  
article but it was alittle tricky navigating the large amount 
of text around the illustration without having to resort to 
a third page  for this article.With some perserverance and 
playing around with the text i made it work with minimal 
overlap on the illustration.
 
The magazine ended up on 14 Pages  all in all.

Magazine Design - Report
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04Strategy Design - Report
Monochromatic set of colors :

Complementary set of colors :

Triad set of colors :

After working with the logo sketches and designs i landed on these 
sets of colours and nuances.
Monochromatic set of colors 2 :

Nuanced sets of colors :

Visual identity

I created a Logo / Decal to tag individual food groups as well.
Yellow for a mixed box, Orange/red for meat, Blue for Seafood and green for 
vegetables and fruit.
These are well displaued in the brand manual. 

I started by creating a mockup of the main box :  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From here i got a good idea on how i wanted to use my colours to identify 
different food groups for the 
Brand. 

 I also created some mockups for a delivery truck also displayed in the brand 
manual.These ended up being the main touchpoints for the brand  
(Packaging and car decoration/car wrap). 

I used alot of photoshop and its ability to recognize space and depths in  
imagery to decorate them with my brand designs.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Brand manual. 

Creating the brand manual took the most time as i wanted to keep it to the 
point and not to fill it with too much text and imagery that would not be 
necessary to explain the points made. 
 



05 Product advertising - T-town
Idea Development :  
Thinking about what i wanted to capture with my camera for this assignment 
i knew i wanted pedestrians in my image to reflect the fact that it is a pedes-
trian zone. I also knew i wanted to give the image depth by taking advantage 
of some perspective, using something to give the image clear lines pointing 
to a vanishing point, ideally somewhere into a crowd. I also knew i wanted to 
have some trees in there to reflect the fact that autumn has come.

My biggest issue with all this is the fact that i wanted to use natural light, and 
it dissappears fast during autumn in Trondheim.This combined with the daily 
flow of pedestrtians varies during the day times and rush hours. This meant 
that i had to work fast while shooting, making sure i had both some light as 
well as pedestrians around. As this assignment was advertizing a place rather 
than a product i decided on calling the district “T-Town”. It is a nickname 

T-Town : 
For Trondheim, and in fact alot of cities and towns with a name that 
starts with T.However, anyone living anywhere remotely close to Trond-
heim would know that T-town was a refference to this city, especially 
along with the right image.

Execution : 
Having decided on theese points i grabbed my gear and went to town. 
I spent several hours of two seperate days with my camera walking 
around and shooting, looking for the right image perspective wise. 
In the end i got the image i wanted. It was getting quite dark when i 
got the shot but the lights in the background as well as the very visible 
clothing of the red cross workers added to the atmosphere of the image 
giving it more depth.There were also the perfect amount of pedestrians, 
meaning i did not get anyone walking unknowingly in front of the shot.

LINKS : 
http://nb.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=T-Town

Composition and Layout : 
I experimented with both portrait and landscape modes for the poster. The 
image was taken in a landscape orientation but i decided on croping it for the 
poster and went with a portrait style. The flow of pedestrians and the benches 
by the side seems to lead the eye better in portrait for this image. 

I also tried brightening the image alittle, however the colours seemed to diss-
apear making the image more flat so i opted against post processing in this 
case. The lighting on the benches and in the background also vanished when i 
brightened it, so i kept it like it was taken with the camera.All in all i am satis-
fied with how the image turned out as a nice evening shot.

Typography :
Despite the image being a bit dark it lends itself to let the typography “pop” 
alittle more. The logo “T” with town written across it is simple but effective in 
my opinion, i also like how the word town kind of splits the bigger T to ccre-
ate a more interesting shape  from a distance. 

For the writing i used the typeface “Brush Script std”. Usually i would steer 
away from the handwritten style of fonts however in this case i think it ads 
to the feeling of autumn.  Working on the slogan i first quoted “ Life is to be 
enjoyed, not just endured”. however it did not ad to the location or the poster 
the right way, trying to think up something more inviting i came up with the 
slogan “Together in T-Town, our favorite place to be”.

Target group : 
The target group are people living around and in the outskirts of the 
city, people interested in shopping and hanging out with friends in the 
town centre. 

It serves as a reminder that the town square and the shopping districts 
around town is the place to be, especially together with friends. In this 
one attempts to have people bring along friends to enjoy the city centre 
in the autumn colours together. With shopping and dining opportuni-
ties as well as events going on in the pedestrian zones.

Thank you for reading.
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07 Portfolio Conclusion

Johan Torhaug : jt@atrum-illusions.com

https://atrumillusions.wordpress.com/

Thank you for looking through this 
portfolio, i hope you enjoyed it.

mailto:jt%40atrum-illusions.com?subject=Send%20an%20E-mail
https://atrumillusions.wordpress.com/
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